
St Helens CofE School Menu 

Spring term: How do rules help us? 

 

Value: Truthfulness  

 

Global theme: Rights and Responsibilities  

 

Main Course 

Big Maths Learn Its 

A few juicy mathematical facts for you to learn off by heart: rapid, very rapid 

recall! These progress systematically and need quick reactions and no fingers! 

Not forgetting to make the most of Numbots to try and beat your personal 

best! 

Reading 

A true sharing treat! Children and families can read and discuss books together 

after school, before school, in the car, in fact this treat can be enjoy anytime 

and almost anywhere. Don’t forget, if you read 5 days a week, you will be in for a 

chance of winning a new book! 

Phonics 

Have fun reading and spelling on Phonics Hero! Phonics Hero will help you to read 

and spell each of the 44 sounds in the English language. The games build reading 

and spelling skills gradually, leading up to applying the skill independently. It’s 

important to practise Phonics to recognise common letter-sound relationships, 

including sounds for common letter patterns so that you can apply them in 

decoding and spelling unfamiliar words. Can you help Zack save his superhero 

friends and ultimately defeat Dr. Lazy Bones? 

 

Side Orders 

These optional extras will add a bit of variety to the main menu!  

 Makaton- Learn and practise some Makaton signs such as ‘play, friends, 

thank you and hello’. 

 

 Understanding the world- Learn your address and practise what you would 

say if you were in an emergency and had to call 999. 

 



 Art – Cut a design into a potato and print away! What repeating patterns can 

you make? 

 

 Music – Make up a musical repeating pattern using your body. 

 

 Cook – Enjoy following a simple recipe and cooking a treat with a grown up. 

You might want to try making some porridge! What toppings will you choose? 

Make sure to post a photo on Dojo! 

 

 Junk modelling- Create your own emergency vehicle. Think about its 

features - sirens, hosepipes and ladders, bright colours. You could make your 

vehicles out of old boxes, bottle tops and cardboard tubes. 

 

 


